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Co-ordinator’s comment

If you like what you see in this newsletter, add your
voice to those of our 1,100 members by joining the
Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household
For this, you get six newsletters a year, discounts at a
large number of bike shops, and you will be
supporting our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in 1995 to
voice the concerns of cyclists. We are not a cycling
club, but a voluntary organisation promoting cycling
for public benefit and representing the concerns of
cyclists in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098
Our meetings, open to all, are on the first Tuesday of
each month, 7.30pm for 8.00pm until 10.00pm at the
Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

Elected Committee Members
and Trustees 2013-2014
Chair (and Charity Chair) – Martin Lucas-Smith
Co-ordinator (and Charity Secretary) – Hester Wells
Treasurer (and Charity Treasurer) – Chris Dorling
Membership Secretary – David Earl
Newsletter Editor – Monica Frisch
Planning Officer – Vacant
Events Officer – Simon Nuttall
Press Officer – Robin Heydon
Web Officer – Neil Spenley
Under 25’s Officer – Vacant
Campaigners – Klaas Brümann, Peter Godber, John
Hall, Al Storer, and James Woodburn

This month I’m very excited to be
able to write about the current
proposals for Huntingdon Road,
funded under the government’s
Cycle City Ambition grant
programme.

This scheme will see a 2.1m or
wider single-direction cycle lane,
separated from both motor traffic
and pedestrians, with priority over
side-roads (see article on page 6
for further details).

Ambition is something which has
often been lacking in schemes
nationwide for cycling. Although
we have excellent examples of
cycle infrastructure abroad, which
get large numbers of people of all
ages and abilities cycling, there
has been resistance to following
this example in the UK. Without
the will to reallocate space and
funds to do so, attempts to
increase cycling through
promotion alone are bound to fail,
as they have failed for several
decades.

The Huntingdon Road proposals
go to consultation in February. I
hope that you will feel as
positively about them as I do.
Although we at Cambridge
Cycling Campaign have often
been guilty of this ourselves, it is
important to remember that
consultations are not just an
opportunity to object, but also to
confirm the demand for high
quality cycling infrastructure.
Please respond to the
consultation, whatever your views,
and make your voice heard.

We have been increasingly critical
of poor quality schemes in the
last year or two and are very
pleased to be able to work with
Cambridgeshire County Council to
give feedback on proposals which
meet our aspirations to provide
safe and convenient cycling
facilities for all ages. I am
therefore delighted by what I
have seen of the Huntingdon
Road proposals, which deserve
the Cycle City Ambition name.

Although we do not know how
consultation will change these
proposals, what is being proposed
by the County Council is bold,
cycle-friendly, and unknown in
Cambridge and the rest of the UK.
I thank the officers for their work
on this, and hope this will set new
standards and expectations for
cycle infrastructure in the UK.

Contacting the Campaign
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Llandaff Chambers, 2 Regent Street
Cambridge CB2 1AX
(01223) 690718
www.camcycle.org.uk
contact@camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
Facebook: CambridgeCyclingCampaign
This newsletter is printed on recycled paper by
CSF Print.
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Jesus Green cycle path
Late in 2013 Cambridge City Council announced
proposals to widen the path on Jesus Green
through the fine avenue of London plane trees
from Jesus Lock to Victoria Avenue. Members of
the Campaign studied the proposals and
discussed the matter on Cyclescape (thread
#1057) and responded to the consultation saying
that we fully support the widening of the path.
However, we added that we would like to see it
wider than 3.5m, unsegregated and constructed to
a high standard. We feel this would improve the
appearance of the avenue by reducing the
likelihood of muddy strips and puddles alongside
the path.

Width, design and construction
Expanding on our comments, we explained that as
cycling levels are high in Cambridge and this is a
popular, much used, route, it makes sense to make
it as wide as possible. We noted that national
guidance (Local Transport Note 1/12) specifies
that the minimum width of a shared-use path is
3m but also makes clear that this is a minimum,
and that greater width should be used where
possible: 'designers should generally aim to
provide more than the minimum'. As the
document clearly states, 'width strongly influences
the quality of shared-use routes'. We consider that
a well-made path through the avenue of trees
would enhance the appearance of the Common by
reducing the likelihood of muddy edges.
As well as being wider, the new path should be
flatter, as the present cambered profile
encourages cyclists to ride in the middle.
We supported the measures proposed to protect
the tree roots from compaction and to protect the
trees from damage during construction. But we
also suggested that the opportunity of
reconstructing the path should be used to put in
good drainage on either side, as we have
observed that the area is prone to water-logging
and even flooding in wet weather. We emphasised
that the widened path must be constructed to a

Flooded path on Jesus Green, in July 2012, looking
towards Jesus Lock.
high standard to reduce the risk of damage to the
path from tree roots and thus help ensure
longevity.

Segregation
While generally we favour segregated routes, as
explained in Newsletter 111, we said that here we
do not want to see the path segregated into a part
for cyclists and a separate part for pedestrians.
This is because even when widened it will be too
narrow for separate two-way paths for cyclists and
pedestrians, leading to increased conflict between
users, as encroachment on the other side is
inevitable if two-way passing is not possible. We
pointed out that, as can be seen on Parker's Piece,
white lines segregating the path become worn
over time and cause complaints where some
people remember the allocated space, but newer
users cannot see the markings or symbols. In
addition, white paint would be intrusive in the
setting of the park, where infrastructure should
blend in with the natural surroundings as far as
possible.
Monica Frisch
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South Cambridgeshire cycling schemes
As part of the Greater Cambridge Cycle City (GC3)
funding recently awarded by central government,
a number of schemes within South
Cambridgeshire are slowly being implemented or
planned. The schemes include improvements to
the A10 cycleway from Frog End to Foxton, the
extension of the Wandlebury cycleway to the
Babraham Institute, and a new cycleway from
Whittlesford to Granta Park, as well as the
provision of a cycle track from Swavesey to the
A14.

A10 cycleway improvements
From the Frog End junction of the A10 to Foxton,
the existing substandard footway is being
replaced by a wide shared-use cycleway of the
type found on rural routes outside Cambridge.
This is just the first of many schemes that should
improve cycling along the A10 all the way to
Trumpington from the south. This was a very easy
scheme to implement and so was the first GC3
scheme to move dirt. This is also the first major
achievement for the A10 Cycling Campaign, and
we wish them good luck with future schemes.

Wandlebury to Babraham
If you've cycled, or pushed, your bicycle up to the
top of Wandlebury Hill you probably haven't failed
to notice that the cycleway ends just where a
nicely deserved freewheel down the other side
could have been expected. This scheme should
solve this by building a wide shared-use cycleway
all the way from Wandlebury Country Park to the
roundabout at the Babraham Institute. Oh, and
help people commuting to the Institute and
eventually further afield.

Unfortunately, the scheme doesn't extend all the
way to the A11, stopping at the Institute’s
roundabout. There is an accommodation bridge
just south of the major A11/A1307 junction, and
to enable this to be used a cycleway would be
incredibly useful. This would require the cycleway
to go through the research institute's grounds, and
we will continue to push for the obvious cycling
link through this employment site to the village.
This is why the scheme stops where it does.

Whittlesford to Granta Park
From the A1301/A505 roundabout a new cycleway
is being planned that will link Whittlesford,
Pampisford and Sawston with Granta Park. The
biggest problem on this route is the slip road
between the A505 and Station Road to the front
entrance of Granta Park. There have been
suggestions that one of the lanes of this two-way
slip road should be removed and reallocated to
cycling and walking. The diversion required for
cars would be minimal but the benefit for people
cycling should be huge. Unfortunately there are
no improvements planned to the roundabout
outside Granta Park at this time.

Swavesey to the A14
Many people who live in Swavesey or beyond
would like to access the Buckingway Business
Park and the Cambridge Services, so a cycleway
linking these places has been desired for years.
The plans are for a moderately wide cycleway
immediately adjacent to this main road that goes
all the way over to the Cambridge Services
roundabout. Whilst this is welcomed, as it
provides a useful bit of connectivity and will
certainly help the employers in the area attract
good employees, there are still significant
problems with the A14 junction. However, future
Highways Agency work on the A14 could improve
the situation at this location.
Robin Heydon
Left: Gravel path alongside Babraham Road, looking
north-west to start of dual carriageway.
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Improve Nuffield Road and Green End Road
The Cycling Campaign are working with
local residents and associations in
Chesterton to campaign for improvements
to Nuffield Road. We have produced these
fliers to raise awareness of the issue and
urge supporters of the campaign to sign the
petition in the link below.

For more information on this campaign
visit our website: www.camcycle.org.uk
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Huntingdon Road cycle lane proposals
Last year it was announced that Cambridgeshire
County Council had received £4.1 million in match
funding from the government’s Cycle City
Ambition grants programme, making a total of
£8.2 million to be spent on cycle schemes in the
Greater Cambridge area.
Within the city, Huntingdon Road will be the first
project under the scheme to go to general
consultation, at the end of February, after a
smaller local consultation last year. The
Huntingdon Road project will include features at
consultation which haven’t been seen in cycling
schemes in Cambridge before, such as:
ŸA hybrid / fully-segregated 2.1m-wide cycle lane
ŸPriority over side roads
ŸBus boarder/floating bus stops.

Hybrid or fully-segregated
The proposals have a one-directional cycle lane
2.1m-wide, and wider where space is available,
coming in to Cambridge. This is enough space for
cyclists to overtake each other, including those
with trailers. At quieter times there would be
enough space for people on bikes to cycle side by
side sociably without interrupting the flow of
motor traffic.
An important part of the consultation will be
looking for feedback on proposals for a ‘hybrid’
lane, or a fully-segregated one, or a combination
of the two.
A hybrid lane is above the road, but below the
level of the pavement, so there is a tactile and
visual separation from both motor vehicles and
pedestrians. The height difference is less than
with a full pavement kerb, allowing movement
between lane and road. It is a design common in
Denmark.
A fully-segregated lane is normally on the same
level as the road, but has a kerb or other barrier to
separate the lane from motor traffic. They are
common in the Netherlands.
The advantage of the hybrid lane is that it is easy
to enter and exit at any point along the route, and

A hybrid cycle lane in Groningen.
allows the full width of the lane to be used for
cycling. However, there are concerns that motor
vehicles will find it easier to stop and park in such
a lane, even though it will be forbidden. It is also
possible that some pedestrians will treat it as an
extension of the pavement.
A fully-segregated lane feels more protected and
is harder to drive into, although anyone who has
seen cars parked on the pavement will know that
it is not a complete barrier. Should the lane be
blocked it would be harder for cyclists to exit the
lane to re-join the road. Some of the width of the
lane will also be lost to the segregation, and
cyclists would tend to cycle further from the edge
than if there were no barrier, reducing useful
width a bit more. There can be concerns about
sweeping and drainage if fully segregated lanes
are badly constructed. However, Cambridgeshire
County Council has a small street sweeper, called
a multihog, already used on cycle paths which are
too narrow for conventional sweepers. The council
also confirms that any segregation would be
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broken where necessary so that cyclists can leave
the lane for junctions and right-hand turns.
As outlined, there are advantages and
disadvantages to both designs. Crucially, both
offer dedicated space for cycling, separated from
motor vehicles and pedestrians and with strong
visual and tactile reinforcement of the separation.
Space limitations mean that going out of
Cambridge there will be a conventional on-road
cycle lane. The inbound lane will handle the
morning peak; the evening outbound traffic is
spread over a longer period, so the inbound lane
has been prioritised.

Priority over side roads
Whichever design or combination of designs is
used, the lane will have priority over side roads.
This is something Cambridge Cycling Campaign
has long wanted. At the moment cyclists have the
choice of cycling on the road, and therefore having
the same priority as all traffic on the road, or
cycling on shared-use facilities and giving way at
every side road. Cyclists have had to sacrifice
convenience in order to avoid cycling among
motor vehicles, but the proposals mean this choice
will no longer be necessary.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign
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The floating bus stop requires further road width,
so will not be possible at all locations. Where they
are used, the cycle lane may be temporarily
narrowed to accommodate the bus boarder.
There will also be consideration of further use of
advanced green cycle lights, as seen at the
junction of Hills Road and Lensfield Road.
The details of the scheme will be released very
shortly for the consultation. The elements
explained here will be features of the later Hills
Road and Trumpington Road consultations as well.
We hope that we have explained what is
significant and beneficial about these proposals,
and why we hope that this will set a new standard
for quality cycling infrastructure in Cambridge.

Hester Wells

From the Editor

Many apologies for the lateness of this
Newsletter but none of the people who have
done the layout of the last few issues was able to
do it this time and it took longer than expected to
find a replacement. Very many thanks to Sarah
Whitebread for stepping into the breach. However,
this does highlight the need to refresh the
Bus boarder/floating bus stops
Newsletter team from time to time. Ideally we
Bus stops are often a problem for cycling schemes. would like several people who are able to do the
layout so no-one has to do more than two or
Conventional placement at the edge of the road
three issues a year.
means interrupting cycle lanes, with buses
sometimes pulling across cyclists to reach a stop.
So, if you have layout skills, or can take good
The bus boarder, also known as a floating bus
photographs of cyclists and cycling infrastructure,
stop, removes this issue by having the bus stop on
or can draw cartoons, or like writing, do
an island between the cycle lane and the road. Bus
volunteer! I am sure we can use your assistance.
users can wait on the island for the bus, and can
While we have a solid core of eagle-eyed proofleave the bus onto the island. Buses do not need
readers we can always use more, so do join the
to cross or interrupt the cycle lane for stops.
team! And I am sure all our readers would like to
It doesn’t remove all conflict. Bus passengers still thank the existing designers, copy-editors and
need to cross the cycle lane to reach or leave the
proof-readers, as well as those who have written
bus stop, for which there will be pedestrian
articles or taken photos, for helping to produce a
crossings. However, the main source of danger,
very professional newsletter every two months.
which is the interaction of large vehicles and
It's no mean achievement for a small charity!
people on bikes, is removed.
Monica Frisch
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Poor planning causing congestion?
The first week of the new year, I've been somewhat
slow and late for work, and thus have been hitting
Hills Road about half an hour later than my
scheduled 8.15am, namely at 8.45am - the worst
time of the morning. So I have been caught up in
traffic congestion. However, I can't help feeling
that some of this congestion is caused by poor
planning and traffic light phasing, and a total lack
of consideration of the number and speed of cycles
on Hills Road.

procedures but of trying to empty an entire bus. It
is a pity that, when the area was redeveloped, noone noticed this flaw and compulsory purchase was
not used to allow buses to pull into a bay off the
carriageway, which would have helped. However,
this would not stop the problem of the bus not
being able to get into the bay.

What should help here would be a decent length
advanced green light phase for cycles (possibly the
length of the green could be tailored to time of
day?) where the pedestrian lights were guaranteed
From War Memorial southbound
not to go red, to allow the bolus of cyclists to get
The first queue I've regularly encountered is at the out of the way before buses need to try to stop. The
War Memorial, from where Hills Road southbound
advanced green would also allow time for cyclists
is 'full' all the way over the railway bridge. This
wishing to turn right into Purbeck Road firstly to be
means that traffic must back up to the station,
able to plan ahead and get into the correct road
presumably causing chaos there. I think I've worked position well ahead of the junction and, secondly,
out the reason why this queue can be so bad.
not have a car up behind them, possibly trying to
Several times during the week, waiting in the cycle overtake them, while trying to do this manoeuvre. I
lane for the Cherry Hinton Road junction, I was
gather the right turn is a topic of concern amongst
halfway up Hills Road railway bridge. That's how
Hills Road students and I would be interested to
long the queue of cyclists waiting at the lights was!
I've also noticed the queue of traffic, when the
lights go green, moving exceedingly slowly. Friday
morning, however, I was at the head of the queue.
There was a no. 12 bus behind me. The lights went
green, and I got to the by-now-red pedestrian light
before the bus. When that went green, the lovely
low first gear of my three-speed hub ensured I got
a good getaway, as did many of the trail of cyclists
behind me. So the bus got stuck, unable to get to
the bus stop, presumably holding up a queue of
cars behind him. What this meant was that
probably fewer than half the number of motor
vehicles the traffic planners expect to get over the
junction during the green phase actually got over
this time. There are many buses.
There are several problems here. The main problem
is the position of the bus stops. Having bus stops
immediately after a junction, where buses stop and
disgorge 30+ passengers while traffic cannot pass
the bus, is silly. The problem here is linked to
having an institution with 2,000 students, all of
whom seem to arrive between 8.30 and 9am, about
50% of them on buses. The dwell time of each bus
is massive, and not a product of poor ticketing
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know if they thought this might be a possible
solution.

is another candidate for advanced greens for
cycles, or at least a longer right-turn green phase.

I would also suggest modifying the position of the
bus stop to avoid cars getting stuck behind the
stationary buses. Rather than move it to where the
new bus stops have been painted, by a traffic island
which stops cars from overtaking a stationary bus, I
consider it should be situated closer to where it
has been temporarily located during the building
works, roughly outside the Bridge Guest House.
There is no traffic island here. Then it should be
possible for a car, if not a lorry, to get past a
stopped bus even if there is oncoming traffic. If
nothing else, there is at least space for more
vehicles to get across the green light and queue
behind the bus!

My proposed solutions would inevitably lead to
slightly longer dwell times on the other roads
approaching each junction. My point is that at the
moment one road disproportionately takes the
strain, which causes congestion for everyone. Of
course if advanced greens were provided, it might
encourage more people out of their cars and onto
bicycles, which then might reduce congestion for
those who really do need to use a car.

Long Road junction
The second queue I'm encountering is at Long
Road, which can stretch back to the Perse School.
There are often no vehicles in the straight-on lane.
They are all stuck behind vehicles wishing to turn
right into Long Road. The problem is that at this
time in the morning, all the Addenbrooke's site
staff who are being encouraged to cycle to work
are filling the Advanced Stop Box (ASB) at the
junction to turn across to the shared-use pavement
so they can get onto site without cycling around
the roundabout, or the same population plus the
Long Road Sixth Form College students wishing to
turn right onto Long Road. There can be up to
twenty cycles in or a bit ahead of the ASB.
Cycles do take time to set off and get across the
junction and, again, I suspect fewer than half the
number of cars expected by the traffic planners
actually manage to turn right in any given green
cycle phase, thus leading to a long queue of cars
waiting to turn right, blocking the road where it
narrows for traffic wishing to go straight on. This is
probably because it has simply not occurred to the
planners that there are a very large number of
cycles turning right here, or somehow they think
cycles take up no road space nor traffic light time.
A pretty fundamental flaw in my opinion. Again, this

I feel both these examples of traffic hold-ups are a
result of cycles and especially the weight of cycle
traffic I am seeing on Hills Road not being included
in traffic flow calculations and the subsequent
calculations on the phasing of traffic lights at all.
Another case of us being invisible?

Heather Coleman
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The problem with building sites
There are several building sites down Hills Road
on my commute to work. I'm wondering if others
have the same issues I've noticed with them. For
example, a large lorry reversing onto the site at
8.40am, holding up all the traffic in both
directions (except pedestrians on the opposite
pavement) for several minutes while the lorry
inched its way in. All done very safely with several
banksmen, but still holding up a major artery for
some time at one of the busiest times of the day.
There have also been cases of vehicles parked in
the cycle lane, or blocking the rest of the
carriageway too, so you really could not get a bus
through there.

with sight, hearing or mobility, those in wheelchairs,
or pushing prams and pushchairs.

All activities are to be carried out with due
consideration for residents, workers, pedestrians,
visitors, neighbouring occupiers, businesses and
highway users at times and in a manner that will
minimise disturbance. Special attention is to be
shown to the needs of those who have difficulties

are no transgressions of the conditions included
in the planning permission, nor any actual
contravention of the Considerate Contractors
Scheme. However, I feel that some actions are not
entirely within the spirit of the aims of the

So I thought I'd have a look at the scheme's own
website. There is a very glossy 20-page overview
brochure. However, within this, I found the
following:
Respecting the Community
Constructors should give utmost consideration to
their impact on neighbours and the public.
Minimising the impact of deliveries, parking and
work on the public highway.

I would say blocking a cycle lane on a busy route
where there is also heavy motor traffic at 8.45am
does not conform to that. It may well be
I appreciate contractors need to get onto site, and
impossible for that scaffolding lorry physically to
deliveries need to be made. However, do they
get onto the site. I would have no beef with the
need to be made in the rush hour on a busy
occasional delivery outside the peak time as the
cycle/car/bus route?
risks are lower and those inconvenienced are far
fewer. There is a good section on the scheme's
“Considerate Contractors?”
website under the heading 'examples of good
One of the sites which offends by periodically
practice' about minimising the impact of
blocking the cycle lane, and which has some very deliveries, parking and work on the public
interesting signs on the pavement, is allegedly a
highway, but nothing about time of day, which I
member of the 'Considerate Contractors Scheme', feel is a critical omission, as an obstruction at a
so I thought I'd find out a bit more.
less busy time is in my opinion far less serious if
having to work in that way is unavoidable.
From the Cambridge City Council website, I get
some rather anodyne text, but it does include:
However, from my research it appears that there

Cyclists passing lorry blocking
cycle lane by bus stop.

Woman having to stand in the
road to request that the bus stops.

The bus is now pulling in but
cannot stop at the stop. It picked
up the passenger at about where I
was standing to take the photos.
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scheme, which are written too vaguely to be much when deliveries which will either hold up the
help with specific examples.
traffic or block part of the road can take place. I
cannot see why a condition cannot be made that
Planning conditions with teeth?
excludes deliveries between 8 and 9am and 3.30
and 5.30pm, for example. If contractors cannot
I'd like our local councils to show more teeth in
this. When I looked at the planning application for agree to that, then I cannot call them considerate.
one of these schemes, it said the following, under
Gathering evidence of the problems
the heading 'recommended conditions':
As a stop-gap measure, and to try to gather
Except with the prior agreement of the local
evidence to persuade the relevant authorities that
planning authority in writing, there should be no
this is a simple but essential safety condition that
collection or deliveries to the site during the
should also have the effect of reducing
demolition and construction stages outside the
congestion and bus delays, I have set up a cityhours of 0700 hrs and 1900 hrs on Monday wide issue on Cyclescape entitled 'building sites',
Saturday and there should be no collections or
http://camcycle.cyclescape.org/issues/902. My
deliveries on Sundays or Bank and public
idea is that if you have comments to make on a
holidays.
building site in your area and its effect on cycling,
This clearly is to prevent those living nearby from or indeed pedestrian safety, you start a thread
dedicated to that site. If you have had cause to
being disturbed by excessive noise, which is fair
make a formal complaint, then it is worth posting
enough. However, I feel the council should also
any correspondence, tips and hints there too, so
have considered the safety of road users,
we can start to build up a picture of what
especially vulnerable road users. All other
problems members have had with building sites
comments from Highways or the Cycling Officer
causing danger and disruption on the public
seem concerned with the development once
highway. Once we have a dossier, we can present
complete, not the effect on road users while the
site is under development. I'd like to see planning this to the council to try to get them to see that
putting conditions as to hours of deliveries would
officers considering the highway during
construction works and applying conditions, based be of benefit to the general public, not just to
on the busy-ness and number of vulnerable road Campaign members.
users in that area, which limit the times of day

Le Reach Ride 2014

Planning for our annual bike ride to the historic fair in
the village of Reach has started. Owing to spectacular
weather last year we had almost 600 riders. The event
starts from the Guildhall, Market Square at 10am on
Monday 5 May 2014.
The committee has agreed a budget of £1,000, most
of which will be spent on developing an informative
leaflet and promotional activities. Every year the
grants we apply for come from different pots, and this
year we're applying for £500 from the cycle legacy
fund associated with the Tour de France. It is likely
that our ride will get caught up in all the publicity

Heather Coleman

during the build up to that – and could swell our
numbers, making this a really important opportunity
for us.
Putting on a successful ride requires careful planning
and implementation. There are plenty of opportunities
for members to help – either at the planning and
promotion stages or by acting as a volunteer marshal
on the day. We are always looking for new ideas and
members can involve themselves in developments on
our Cyclescape thread at:
http://camcycle.cyclescape.org/threads/1055
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Thoday Street cycle parking update
In the last issue I described the cycle parking experiment held at two locations in Thoday Street
(which is off Mill Road in Romsey) during September 2013. County Council officers have sent us a
summary of the consultation responses which is shown in the table.
For
16

Reasons
Keeps pavement clear of bicycles (x8)
Personal security issues of using narrow back alleyway (x3)
Good for short-term cycle parking (x2)
Small garden and lots of bikes
Temporary racks well used
Not had impact on car parking
Cannot manoeuvre Dutch cargo bike into back garden
Good for visitor parking
Prevents hallways being blocked
Is an equitable way of providing for cycles and cars (x4)
There is currently no cycle parking on street and a lot of car parking (x2)

Other comments
Racks should be at an
angle
Need mechanism for
removing
abandoned bikes
Put racks nearer
Empress pub

Against
14

Residents should use the back alley and put bikes in their garden - they
are just being lazy (x3)
(includes 8 Fear of theft of bikes from racks
who signed Fear of burglary as students leave bikes over summer indicating
properties are empty (x2)
petition
delivered Personal safety concerns if have to park car further away
Pressure on car parking (x3)
by X)
Danger of bike projecting into road
Maybe
1
Racks should be at an angle so bikes not on the footway

There are about 80 homes in the relevant section
of Thoday Street, of which only about 40 are
sufficiently close to the two experiment sites.

In favour
There's lots of agreement that the racks helped
keep the footway clear, were well used and were
a good way of accommodating visitors' bikes and
those too big to be taken into rear gardens.
Several suggest that it is a fair way of using the
available space.

Sceptics
Resident X (whom I met on the day the racks
where installed) was hostile to the idea of cycle
parking, and even hostile to the experiment. The
wording of her petition is not stated, and it is not
known at how many doors she called. The fact

that only eight signed it suggests to me that not
very many people agreed with her.

Addressing the concerns
I begin with the claim that 'Cyclists are lazy'.
Access to gardens in this street is narrow, unlit
and often muddy. Cars can and do park across the
mouth of the alleyways, where there are no
dropped kerbs. It really is a struggle trying to park
a bike in the back gardens of this street.
As to fear of theft – the racks would improve the
current situation where bikes are left on the
footway locked only to themselves.
The most surprising result to me is that only three
respondents cite 'pressure on car parking' as a
reason to be against the scheme. But that could
be because our own walking survey has revealed
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that there are around ten vacant car parking
spaces even late at night and so it is not as big a
problem as might be imagined.

worst fears about the proposals can be effectively
challenged when the pavement parking space is
viewed as a resource available to all residents and
The experimental racks were aligned at 90° to the their visitors, be they walkers, riders or drivers.
pavement, but by angling permanent racks at 45° We're now awaiting a decision from local
councillors about the next step on this scheme.
the bikes would be completely clear of the
We think there is a strong case and enough
footway and would not jut into the road.
support here to warrant preparation of a TRO
Next step
(traffic regulation order) to introduce two
I've based the above analysis on the only official permanent blocks of cycle parking. A positive gopublished report of the experiment. It shows a
ahead would increase cycle security and,
slight majority in favour of going ahead with the
moreover, make the pavements much easier to
scheme. Even among the negative points there is walk along.
an implicit acknowledgement that the current
Simon Nuttall
cycle parking arrangements are not working. Their

Howes Cycles - the end of an era
In my garage I've a classic Carlton Corsair cycle
bought from Howes Cycles in the 1960s (531
tubes and a Brooks saddle). I didn’t get that bike
new, but my first ever new bike, bought when I
moved to Cambridge in the 1980s, was a Dawes
from that same shop.

had become a coachbuilder at 13 Regent St at
least by 1846. There are reports of an incident
with velocipedes owned by Howes but ‘driven
furiously‘ by students in 1857. By about 1867
Howes was reported to be making copies of
French bicycles with cranks and pedals.

I knew that Michael’s father had run the shop, and
that there was a collection of very old bikes in the
family. At that time little did I realise that Howes
was the oldest cycle shop in the UK, if not the
world, and it is sad that it has now closed.

By 1874, Howes was supplying and repairing
‘machines’ for the newly-formed Cambridge
University Bicycle Club. They also made and sold a
range of bicycles under the ‘Granta’ name until the
1930s. Since then they’ve sold and repaired many
major brands of cycles and accessories. Life is
Not only is it sad that such a long-established
now difficult for such specialist shops. You can buy
shop has closed, but also that we have lost a
a cheap, throw-away bike for little more than fifty
family establishment where repairs and sales
were dispensed in a helpful and friendly manner. pounds, but it is not only those of us who cycle
several thousand miles a year, and keep a
I’ve bought accessories, spares and parts to
regularly serviced bike for ten years or so, who
rebuild wheels, even with a dynamo, where the
advice and experience of Michael were invaluable. will seriously suffer from the loss of such shops.
I’ve been in the shop when someone has brought The internet may be cheaper, but many people
spending real money on bikes need not only a test
in a bike with a minor defect that has been fixed
without even being moved to the workshop. When ride, but also advice as to what bike is really fit for
purpose.
offered payment, Michael has just waved them
away, surely a good advertisement?
Thanks to Michael Howes and John Green for
some of these details. We wish Michael and Pat
So how long has Howes been selling well in their retirement.

cycles?

Longer than cycles have existed, it seems.
Apparently John Howes was a wheelwright who

Jim Chisholm
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Cambridgeshire has most cycling commuters
Steering Group for over ten
years. TfW and the Campaign
want to do more together in
TfW is an independent
2014 and they would like all
partnership hosted by
Campaign members whose
Cambridgeshire County Council,
employer is not yet a member of
which assists employers to
the Travel for Work employer
promote and deliver sustainable
network to let them know about
and healthy travel to and for
TfW and the benefits of joining.
work. This helps reduce
You can find out more by visiting
congestion, boost the local
TfW asked employees at 84 of
the website at www.tfw.org.uk .
its member employers how they economy and improve health.
commuted to work during a one- Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Mark Webb, Travel for Work
week period in October 2013. A has been a member of the TfW
total of 10,834 commuters took
part, the highest ever in the
annual survey’s 14-year history.
More commuters are using
cycles and fewer using cars to
get to work in Cambridgeshire
than anywhere else in the
country, with the county having
the highest percentage of
cycling commuters, a survey by
the Travel for Work Partnership
(TfW) has revealed.

sustainable transport in
Cambridgeshire'.

The survey results show that
45% of respondents drive into
work either alone or as part of a
car share, compared to 69% in
the government’s national
survey. Cycling is at 30%
compared to only 3% nationally.
Tim Watkins, Project Manager at
Travel for Work, said: 'We are
now using the data to work with
employers to improve access to

Photomap of the month
This maze of four tight turns and two separate
crossing phases greets the pavement cycleway rider
at the entrance to the new Great Kneighton
development on Long Road.
Big junctions like this, where motor vehicle capacity
trumps everything else, are evidence of the same
‘predict and provide’ mindset that brings congestion
to cities. Without a strategic transport vision for the
city it is incredibly hard to stop these things
happening.
http://cambridge.cyclestreets.net/location/56339/
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Campaign diary
Monthly meetings
The Campaign's monthly general meeting is held in the
Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane on the first Tuesday of
each month. Business starts at 8.00pm, with tea and coffee
from 7.30pm, and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members. The agenda includes
opportunities to discuss current issues and planning
matters. Sometimes there is a speaker.
Next meetings: Tuesday 4 March, Tuesday 1 April

Social gathering
Monday 21 April Join us for a social gathering at CB2 Café,
5-7 Norfolk Street, from 7pm.

Newsletter dates
There are several opportunities for members to help with
the Newsletter (see page 7). One is by writing articles,
taking photos and providing other illustrations. There is
advice about this and style guidelines on our website
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/guidelines.html
Copy deadline for Newsletter 113, April-May 2014: Sunday
2 March 2014
Volunteers are also needed to help put Newsletters into
envelopes and then to deliver them. If you might be able to
assist, please contact Lisa Woodburn (via
contact@camcycle.org.uk) who co-ordinates this. Stuffing of
the Newsletter is usually on the first Tuesday or Wednesday
of the month in which the Newsletter appears.
Newsletter meetings: These are held every two months,
shortly after the Newsletter has appeared, to discuss the
most recent issue and plan the next one. They are held at
5.30pm in Grads Café on the 3rd floor of the University
Centre. The next one is likely to be on Monday 17 February.

Cycle rides
Do you cycle around Cambridge and fancy going a bit
further? If so, why not come for a ride with CTC Cambridge?
We hold up to six rides a week in the countryside around
Cambridge, and know all the prettiest and quietest routes.
Our rides are sociable, non-competitive and moderatelypaced, and always include refreshment stops. Non-CTC
members are welcome to come and try us out. See our
calendar of rides at www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk for full
details. All rides are graded to give an indication of speed
and distance so you should be able to find a ride which
suits you. If you're unsure, our twice-monthly Saturday
morning rides are a great way to start.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to
decline to promote events or activities where helmets
or high-visibility clothing are required or implied.

City and County Council committees
Campaign members may be interested in attending
Planning Committee and Area Committee meetings, which
often include cycling and walking issues. Development
Control Forum and Joint Development Control Committee
meetings, which determine the Planning Applications
relating to the major housing development proposals for
the Cambridge sub-region, are also open to the public. The
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee meetings also
often cover walking/cycling/transport issues.
Information on dates and venues is on
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/ and minutes of
meetings are also available. Agendas are usually online
there about a week in advance. Please check the website in
case meetings have been cancelled or times or venues
changed.
Development Control Forum: usually on a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next
meeting: 12 February
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee: usually on a
Tuesday at 4.30pm in Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next
meetings: 25 February; 25 March
East Area Committee: usually a Tuesday at 7.00 pm in the
Meeting Room - Cherry Trees Day Centre. Next meetings: 20
February; 10 April
Environment Scrutiny Committee: usually a Tuesday at
5.00pm in Committee Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next
meeting: 11 March
Joint Development Control – Cambridge Fringes Development Control Forum: usually a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next
meetings: 19 February; 26 March
Joint Development Control Committee – Cambridge Fringes:
usually a Wednesday at 10.30am in Committee Room 1 & 2
– Guildhall. Next meetings: 26 February, Guildhall; 19
March, Guildhall
North Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 6.30pm. Next
meetings: 6 February – Shirley Primary School, Nuffield
Road; 20 March (venue to be confirmed)
Planning Committee: usually a Wednesday at 9.30am in
Committee Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next meetings: 5
February; 5 March; 2 April
South Area Committee: usually a Monday at 7.30pm,usually
in the Wilkinson Room, St John the Evangelist Church, Hills
Road. Next meetings: 3 March; 23 April
West/Central Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 7.00pm.
Next meetings: 6 March – Lucia Windsor Room, Newnham
College, Sidgwick Avenue; 24 April (venue to be confirmed)
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Book review - Hideous Cambridge: a city mutilated
To this reader at least some of his
judgements are perverse. Show him
a nice bit of brickwork and he lies
on his back and wags his tail
however awful the building. So he
likes the dreadful pastiche which is
the nineteenth century Royal Albert
Almshouses on the corner of
Brooklands Avenue and the brick
box which used to house the Comet
store on Newmarket Road ('very
presentable').

Hideous Cambridge: a city
mutilated by David Jones.

ambience of the historic centre of
the city – 'one of the biggest causes
of ugliness in our environment'. He
lists the proliferation of traffic
signage, traffic lights, parking
availability signs, roundabouts,
pedestrian crossings, bollards,
speed humps and road paint, to
mention but a few of the uglifying
additions to the visual environment.
He complains of the noise and the
noxious fumes. His answer – ban
motor traffic, including buses, from
the city centre, even as far out as
Queens Road. He is right of course.
Perhaps the impending imposition
of 20mph speed limits on some of
Cambridge’s roads is a sign of
things to come.

Jones wants the development of
Cambridge to stop. He fears that it
Photographs by Ellis Hall. Published by will soon have swallowed so many
Thirteen Eighty One. £18.50
outlying villages and fields that it
http://thirteeneightyone.com/index.ph
will be the size of Birmingham. He
p/about-hideous-cambridge/
suggests the idea of Listed Towns,
This book is a beautifully illustrated where an optimum size would be
rant about inappropriate buildings, set and not allowed to be exceeded. This is a fine book about what is
their size and their position, about
traffic-filled roads, about the loss of
Jones' hates include The Marque,
Cambridge’s heart. This is a fun
on the left, and an ugly street
book to read. It is provocative, it is
environment.
enjoyable.
If you know Cambridge at all you
will be interested in Jones’s roadby-road, area-by-area, survey of the
buildings that have gone up or are
going up as Cambridge expands
outwards and fills in empty spaces.
The tone is often a sort of peevish
waspishness that at times outPevsners Pevsner himself (does the
voice of the retired schoolmaster
echo here?). Jones is a good hater,
which is one of the things that
makes the book so enjoyable. The
Castle Park complex of County
Council offices opposite the corner
of Huntingdon Road and Histon
Road are 'meretricious buildings of
baffling silliness'. The Marque, a
new edifice being constructed on
Hills Road, is 'outrageous, vile,
pretentious and a positive disgrace;
a visual catastrophe of staggering
proportions'.

happening to Cambridge's built
environment and is of interest to
all who work or live here. Perhaps it
will inspire our councillors to
He is right that tall buildings can
demand a bit more of developers,
spoil the character of the centre.
architects and planners, so that
The answer, if we grant the premise
Cambridge gets buildings more
that the city will expand willy-nilly,
worthy of it than many of those
would perhaps be to have a
erected in our recent past.
moratorium on any buildings more
And if his traffic suggestions were
than five storeys high within a
followed, making this truly a city of
radius of three miles from the
pedestrians and cyclists, we’d have
historic centre.
a far more pleasant place to live in.
Jones is also correct in identifying
Philip Lund
the motor vehicle as one of the
main factors in spoiling the
He’s not going to win that one. For
all sorts of reasons Cambridge is
set to get bigger and bigger.

